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2017 marks BP Healthcare Group’s (BPHG) 35th year in business as an established healthcare household brand in Malaysia, 
providing the widest range of primary and secondary healthcare services. It has been a long and remarkable journey, but our 
experience thus far is just the tip of the iceberg on our potential to serve our healthcare consumers better.

For over three decades, BPHG has focused on establishing its bricks and mortar as Malaysia’s first choice of healthcare services 
provider. In the last decade however, BPHG switched gears to explore more innovative development by investing in enhanced 
digital software, improved hardware, and more advanced equipment and infrastructure to go beyond the expectations of our 
healthcare consumers. Online services including live chat features, report collection and tracking as well as market-leading 
mobile applications were introduced in order to make our healthcare services a wholly-accessible consumer experience.

BP Specialist and BP Diagnostic Centres were even better equipped to replace older models to function seamlessly with our 
improved systems and infrastructure, and continuous methodological staff training was integrated. A number of Diagnostic 
Centres have been upgraded to Specialist Centres. Such efforts take us a step further in the industry as a one-stop centre for 
quality healthcare services.

Serving as a one-stop quality healthcare centre does not mean we are limited geographically. Recently, Mobile Audiology and 
Radiology services were also introduced to cater for healthcare consumers who face difficulty in travelling from their homes to 

carry out medical examinations.

BPHG seeks to become an all-round service provider in the healthcare industry, from the top 
of the supply chain to the very end. Hence clinical waste logistics operations were also 

introduced last year to help our supporting public and private healthcare providers like 
hospitals, clinics, dialysis centres, medical laboratories, pharmacy outlets and dental 
clinics to manage their waste collection according to specifications and regulations 
issued by the World Health Organisation and international law.

Our medical laboratories, BP Clinical Lab, are also constantly upgrading their testing 
methods and sustaining accreditations with ISO 15189 and international JCI status. 
New cancer and genetics testing were introduced. Last year, Mayo Medical 
Laboratories, a renowned global reference laboratory based in America, officially 

appointed BP as the joint representative collection centre for referral services.

Our food and environmental testing laboratories, BP Food Testing and BP Environmental 
Testing, continue to recruit specialised experts and invest in equipment to cater to a wider 

field of testing as prescribed by the government as well as international authorities in order 
to meet the standards imposed on food and environmental safety.

In line with our move towards technological innovation, our Doctor2U mobile application was 
introduced late 2015 and it was primarily aimed at revolutionising the traditional doctor 

house-call to become a “Doctor On Demand” system simply through the touch of a 
button, much like how Uber operates for transportation services. Within its first 

year of launch, Doctor2U has drastically improved and continues to 
customise its features to meet new customer challenges. Today the 

application is a comprehensive and completely accessible 
healthcare portal!

BPHG has proudly exceeded its prior status as a nationwide 
healthcare provider by securing a foothold in medical, food 
and environmental and teleradiology service industries 
beyond Malaysian shores! It has long been the aspiration of 
BPHG to expand its business beyond borders and be a 
prominent international healthcare provider. We are ready!

2016 represents a fruitful year for BPHG, with many 
milestones and great progress. For this the management 
would like to thank our loyal healthcare consumers, 
supporters, suppliers and the Malaysian government for 
their support. Last but not least, a heartfelt thank you to 
our dedicated colleagues and staff who have taken 
BPHG to great heights, and whom I am confident will 
continue to contribute to the success of BP Healthcare 
Group.

Dato’ Beh Chun Chuan
Chairman 
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Joevy Beh
Deputy Chairman 
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Since our establishment more than three decades ago, we have continued to bring innovation to our 

brand. The year 2016 was no different.

 

For us, 2016 was a year of embracing expansion. I am proud to share that BP Clinical Lab and BP Food & 

Environmental Testing have expanded their services to Singapore. Our clinical waste division, CLINCO 

Waste Management, has also made significant progress this year. Since its inception in 2015, CLINCO has 

been growing exponentially, transporting multi million kilograms of clinical waste to date. 

We have also ventured into another growth opportunity, which is in the field of tele-radiology. 

Tele-radiology is a branch of telemedicine in which telecommunication systems are used to transmit 

radiological images from one location to another. We are also the 1st in the country to revolutionize 

patients’ reports accessibility, whereby patients are now able to access their radiology reports online. The 

transition to Live Reporting, as we call it, is a more convenient and greener solution compared to the 

traditional films and paper reporting. I am proud to announce that we are capable of providing the 

technology of on demand tele-radiology services within the ASEAN region.

In the first quarter of 2017, we will be focusing our expansion in Cambodia. 

The future aspiration and commitment is to offer high quality healthcare 

services to all our ASEAN counterparts.

 

While we welcome these exciting new growths, our customers remain our 

highest priority and we continue to improve the way we interact with 

them every day. BP Food & Environmental Testing will introduce a new 

mobile platform for clients to have better access to samples tracking, 

results reports and invoices. Clients will also be able to make payments via 

our apps for seamless and hassle-free transactions. 

Looking ahead, 2017 will be another highly exciting year for us. I would like 

to thank everyone for their continuous support which helps fuel the 

momentum to drive BP Healthcare Group forward every day.

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE YEAR



Lovy Beh
Director of BP Healthcare Group
President of Malaysian Community Pharmacy Guild (MCPG)

Lovy Beh
ector of BP HealthDirector of BP Health

President of Malaysia

Year 2016 has been a great year for Lovy Pharmacy (LP) and we believe in greater years ahead. The Management’s Key Performance Index 
(KPI) is primarily helping to improve the lives of people and communities that we serve, for generations to come. This year LP celebrates its 
6th year Anniversary. We are unique as we call ourselves the ‘Brick & Click Specialty Pharmacy’. LP expanded over the short 6 years to 50 
pharmacy and dispensary outlets nationwide.

LP achieved another milestone late last year on the collaboration with Doctor2U by being the first On Demand Pharmacy that provides 
convenience for consumers like patients and doctors. Consumers may choose to pick up medicines at our nearest outlet or allow LP to 
deliver medicines to their door steps. LP also provides fast track delivery services of the medicines within 3 hours of the time you place an 
order in Klang Valley.  

We constantly innovate our business and improve our services to meet customers’ expectation. Doctor2U pharmacy process is simple. Just 
snap a picture of your legally valid prescription (Rx), submit it to our pharmacists’ team and pay via Doctor2U App and our customers will get 
their medicines ready for delivery in no time. 

By First Quarter 2017, Doctor2U will launch Tele-Video Consultation and it will further improve and bring joy and convenience to our 
consumers jointly supporting with LP.

Last year, we introduced the LIVE CHAT feature at our LP website. Customers can enjoy FREE 
consultation from our pharmacists about their medications and minor ailments. This service operates 

from 7:00am – 10:00pm everyday including weekends.

LP is proud to launch a few new house brands mainly the:-
(1) ZIKA Virus Shield Pack,
(2) BP Toothcare
(3) BP 4-in-1 Thermometer, and 
(4) CHOOZ calcium chewing gum. 

Our Nutridos Norwegian Fish Oil (Omega-3 Fish Oil with Lemon Mint Flavour) successfully 
achieved Halal Certification. 
One of our hot sellers BP Tens Massager has successfully set foot internationally in South 

America.

This year we are proud to launch Lactation Pharmacy Service. We see a need especially for new 
and young mothers who require more information on tips on how to breastfeed, benefits of 

breastfeeding and drugs that should be avoided during lactation. We will also provide counselling 
and recommendations for babies suffering from minor ailments like nappy rash and milk rash.

Last year, BP Healthcare Group and Lovy Pharmacy were major sponsors and 
participated in the International World Pharmacists’ Day (IWPD) Convention 

and Run For Your Health event as Gold Sponsor. It was a great success as 
we saw thousands of pharmacists and the public attended both events. 

BP Specialist Centers have grown to 7 outlets as of today. We have 
expanded our partnership with IJN from just Cardiology to Teleradiology 
services. We have successfully established more panelships with major 
insurance companies and government institutions.
 
By engaging BP Healthcare Group digital technology and synergism, LP 
fruitfully reduces operating cost and able to provide competitive 
healthcare services to consumers.
I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to all 
of my customers, doctors, suppliers, corporate partners, government & 
colleagues for their support. 
In the coming years, we will provide more unique products and 
innovative services to cater for your needs.

Thank you for your trust and support. We’re privileged to serve you. 
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It has been a great year for Doctor2U. We have accomplished a great deal and helped many Malaysians by delivering a great healthcare 
experience to their doorstep. Doctor2U now offers a wider variety of products, because over the past year we have been learning about how 
consumers use our service and what they like about it, but more importantly how the healthcare system could be serving them better. The 
best part of my job is reading patient reviews, hearing how we have helped individuals and families when they were in need, and receiving 
feedback that we can potentially improve on - that's where we can progressing to make our platform better.

When we started Doctor2U, the main intention was to deliver a Doctor to the patient’s doorstep within 60 minutes. It has helped thousands 
of people around Malaysia, and we are touched that our platform and Doctors are able to help them, especially elderly patients who are 
immobile and face difficulty in being transported to clinics or hospitals. We knew there was a huge opportunity in the problem we aspire to 
solve, as the average wait time to get care and treatment at the clinic or hospital is often too long, and sometimes due to lack of time and 
work responsibilities,patients delay or forgot a visit to the doctor. We solve these problems by allowing patients to receive a doctor in the 
comfort of their own homes and at their convenience.

I remembered one family that in desperation ordered a Doctor through our app, on the 7th of August 2016. Our prayers and condolences 
are with the friends and family of Mr Wong Heck Ming. We at Doctor2U are touched and honoured to have been part of his journey and to 
have assisted him in his critical moments. We aim to give patients a complete and convenient experience in medical care. Patients should 
be able to get quick access to a doctor whenever they need it, especially when it is a situation where they need a quick reference to be 
admitted.

In September 2016 we launched our Live Chat feature, which lets you consult with our Doctors, Pharmacists, and Nutritionist at home or 
on-the-go. You can take photos or upload images to help our healthcare professionals better understand your condition or inquiries. We 
know that you may search for answers on Google, but now you can ask our healthcare professionals any medical questions for FREE.

It was a great feature to incorporate because people often get put in difficult situations and need to make important healthcare-related 
decisions on their own. With our Live Chat feature, our Doctors can easily assess the patient’s condition and evaluate whether it requires a 

Doctor home visit or immediate admittance to the hospital.

After running our platform for a year, we realized that our offering of Doctor house calls is incomplete. 
Since many of our customers require medication, the attending Doctors often have to prescribe 
medication to the patients. That’s why we pivoted our business model to include a Pharmacy 
delivery service as well.
 
In October 2016 we partnered with Lovy Pharmacy to offer a new medication delivery service in 
Malaysia. Customers can now use the Doctor2U app to order prescription medications and have 
them delivered right to their homes. The Pharmacy feature also includes other perks such as free 
webcam consultations with pharmacists and free reminders to refill recurring medications.

Towards the end of 2016, we launched a Video Consultation feature to provide extremely affordable, 
high-quality consultations with our Doctors.  It’s the fastest, easiest way to see a Doctor on your 
tablet or phone - all from the comforts of home. Unlike the Live Chat feature, Video Consultations let 

you actually see the Doctor virtually via the video call, making for a more personalized experience. 
The service includes assessment, diagnosis and prescriptions when necessary. If medication has been 

prescribed by the Doctor via the video call, we can deliver the medication to patient’s doorstep.

Based on our data, for every Doctor House Call, roughly 30% require immediate admittance to the hospital, 
because the condition of the patient is too severe and cannot be treated on-site by the attending Doctor. 
That's why we started Ambulance service to help facilitate attending Doctors to refer and order an 
Ambulance immediately through the app. One great feature that I like most is the real time location which 
tells the user exactly where the ambulance is and how long it will take to arrive. We want to help the 

community to have the easiest access to medical aid, and we are happy to provide and satisfy their 
demand.

To sum up, this year has been a great year for Doctor2U, in addition to all the features we have 
introduced, and all the customers that we have served, we also formed valuable 

partnerships with several insurance companies, hotels and corporate companies. Zurich 
incorporated Doctor2U as a Personal Accident product- Zurich Active Living- which 
allows holders to enjoy Doctor2U at a subsidised rate. This is a great partnership 
because of the value we bring to Zurich’s holders, and in December 2016 we partnered 
with AIA to provide Medical Examination services to their policy holders. Last but not 
least, we also partnered with Great Eastern for our Doctor2U Pharmacy to deliver 
medication to their staff. For Corporate partnership, we have tied up with big hotel 
chains such as Hilton, Pullman, and Sheraton; all this shows how Doctor2U can 
enhance businesses and services. We also cater to the booming medical tourism 
industry in Malaysia, helping doctors to follow up with patients who are recovering 
from recent procedures at hotels or service residence.

Essentially, our platform is a one stop platform to bring healthcare to our customers’ 
doorstep. We look forward to releasing more innovative features in the near future to 
improve the convenience and quality of care for our customers.

Garvy Beh
Director 
Founder of Doctor2U
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TAN SRI DATO DR M JEGATHESAN

CONSULTANT 
Tan Sri Dr M Jegathesan continues to provide consultancy and advisory services to BP in healthcare 
and laboratory medicine associated with his experience and expertise. 
 
He has over 3 decades’ experience working with the Ministry of Health Malaysia, serving as the 
Deputy Director General (Research and Technical Support) from 1994 to 1998. Other notable titles 
include the Director of The Institute for Medical Research, KL from 1988 to 1994, Head of Laboratory 
Services, HKL from 1985 to 1988 and Head Division of Bacteriology and IMR from 1971 to 1985.

Dr M Jegathesan has a passion for research in infectious disease and medical microbiology, having produced over 100 
publications and participating actively in various research programmes and committees including the UNDP affiliated 
council for Health Research for Development in Geneva from 1988 to 2000 where he served as a medical adviser.
He has clinched numerous awards, including the National Science Award (1995), Rotary Club of KL Research Award 
(1995) and was named Senior Fellow and Academician, Academy of Sciences Malaysia (2006).
 
He graduated from the University of Singapore in 1967 with a Medical Degree. He also received a Diploma in Tropical 
Medicine and Hygiene from Mahidol University Bangkok in 1969 and a DCP qualification from the University of London 
in 1971. In 2011, he was appointed Pro-Chancellor of University Sains Malaysia (USM).

MAJOR GENERAL 

DATO’ WIRA MOHD 

NOOR BIN DAUD (RTD)

DIRECTOR OF CLINCO 

Major General Dato’ Wira Mohd Noor 
joined Clinco as director in 2017. He 

served the Ministry of Defence for over 40 years, taking on 
various notable roles including Inspector General, and most 
recently, Director General of the Malaysian Armed Forces 
Veteran Affairs Department.
 
He obtained his Masters in National Defence University’s 
International Fellow’s Programme from the National Defence 
University (NDU), USA, and also holds a Masters 
qualification in Defence Studies from the University of New 
South Wales (UNSW), Australia.
 
Having gathered leadership experience from postings all 
around the world including Namibia and Washington, Major 
General Dato’ Wira Mohd Noor is truly a valuable addition to 
Clinco and the BP Healthcare family.

PROF. DATO' DR. MOHD. 

YAZID BIN ABD. MANAP

DIRECTOR OF BPFET

Prof. Dato’ Dr. Mohd Yazid Abd Manap 
is the Director of Halal Products 
Research Institute (HPRI), Universiti 
Putra Malaysia (UPM). HPRI is a 
pioneer and global leader in Halal 

Research.  Dato’ Dr.Yazid was the former Dean, Faculty of 
Food Science and Technology, UPM. 

Dato’ Dr. Yazid obtained his Bacelor of Science and Master 
of Science degrees from The University of Minnesota, USA 
and his PhD from The University of Glasgow, Scotland.

His research interest is Probiotic Starter Cultures and 
Enzymes in foods. He has published more than 160 articles 
in scientific journals and has supervised more than 60 
graduate students at UPM. As present Dato’ Dr. Yazid is 
developing several halal authentication techniques in close 
collaboration with the industry. 

BIOGRAPHIES

MOHD ZULKIFLI ABD LATIF

DIRECTOR OF PHARMACY
 
Mr Zulkifli was previously Deputy Director of Pharmacy at the Ministry of Health Malaysia, where he has 
served in various divisions including the Traditional and Complementary Medicine division from 1981 to 
2015.
 
He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Pharmacy (Hons) obtained from Universiti Sains Malaysia, as well as a 
diploma in Medical Microbiology. His extensive experience in the pharmacy line includes serving the 
State of Perak Pharmacy Enforcement as well as the Kedah and Perlis Pharmacy Enforcement.

 
Mr Zulkifli has ventured across borders to attend and present at conferences on pharmacy practice, notably the 
Pharmaceutical Medicrimes and Counterfeit Medicines Conference in Strasbourg (2013) and the World Health 
Organization (WHO) Meeting for Traditional Medicine in the Western Pacific Region in Manila (2010).



Consultant Pathologist

Consultant RadiologistConsultant Radiologist

Consultant Radiologist Physician

Consultant Radiologist

Consultant Pathologist Consultant Pathologist

Consultant Pathologist

MEDICAL
COUNCIL

DATO’ DR. KAMALASOTHY 

A/P KANDIAH 

(DPMP, PMP, AMP)
Technical Advisor



Drawing New Boundaries In Healthcare
At BP Healthcare Group, we strive to pioneer the best and most innovative healthcare services to meet 
ever-changing market demands. With more than 3 decades of experience and having introduced 
countless ground-breaking services, BP Healthcare is evolving and is constantly pushing its boundaries 
to become the leading provider of healthcare services.

1982

1994

2004

2006

2008

2009

Establishment of BP Clinical Lab

First BP Diagnostic Centre opens its doors

1997 BP Clinical Lab, first in Malaysia to obtains full scope of MS ISO 15189

BP Food Testing establish, and obtains ISO 17025 and DVS Certification

BP introduces teleradiology into its range of services

Establishment of BP Hearing Solutions

2011

2012

2013

BP Diagnostic Centre obtains ISO 9001

2014

2015

• First Laboratory in Asia to be accredited by U.S.-based Joint Commission 
International

• First Healthcare Group to be awarded the National Mark of Malaysian Brand by 
SME Corp and SIRIM QAS International

• Grand opening of BP Specialist Centre Glenmarie, one of the group’s many 
Specialist Centres nationwide

• BP Radiology collaborates with Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM)
• BP Hearing Solutions collaborates with Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM)
• BP Specialist Centre is appointed by Ministry of Health Malaysia to promote medical 

tourism
• BP Environmental Testing is awarded ISO/IEC 17025 Laboratory Accreditation 

(SAMM No. 573)

• BP Dental collaborates with Universiti Malaya (UM)
• BP Eye collaborates with Tun Hussien Onn National Eye Hospital (THONEH)
• BP Food Testing collaborates with Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM)
• BP founder Dato’ Beh Chun Chuan receives BrandLaureate Great Entrepreneur Brand 

ICON Leadership Award 2013 

• BP Clinical Lab accredited once again by U.S.-based Joint Commission International
• Establishment of BP Medical Centre Skudai
• BP Diagnostic Centre is again awarded the National Mark of Malaysian Brand by 

SME Corp and SIRIM QAS International
• Lovy Pharmacy obtains ISO 9001

• BP Healthcare Group collaborates with Institute Jantung Negara (IJN)
• Establishment of Clinco
• Launching of Doctor2U
• Launching of BP Mobile Mammogram

• BP Healthcare expands to Singapore
• BP Healthcare expands to Cambodia
• BP Specialist Centre Ipoh opens its doors
• Lovy Pharmacy expands product distribution to South America

2016



Food and Environmental Testing
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Dental services

Food & Environmental
Testing services

Hearing Solutions

Radiology services

Ophthalmology services

MALAYSIA

Pharmacy training

Cardiology services

Med-Express Service

Doctor2U

SMART 
PARTNERSHIP
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BP Healthcare Group has revolutionized healthcare services by introducing  a fleet of Mobile 
Diagnostic Centres fully equipped with the latest diagnostic equipment. We are the first healthcare 
provider in Malaysia to cater for the need of the people with ease of access to such healthcare 
services.

The 1st Mobile X-ray in the country to be fully equipped with the latest 
DR System with minimal exposure to radiation. Collaborated with 
Ministry of Health for TB Screening nationwide, covering more than 
50 Klinik Kesihatan and 6 prisons.

MOBILE AUDIO
Malaysia’s 1st Mobile Audiometry Testing recognized by the 
Department of Occupational Safety & Health (DOSH) which provides 
medical hearing screening at your door steps.

BP Mobile Audiometry is an addition to the nation’s largest chain of 
over 50 DOSH approved hearing centres by BP Hearing Solutions. 

BP Diagnostic Mobile Services

The 1st Mobile Mammography provider that goes right up to your 
doorstep, eliminating hassle. Patients are able to return to their 
workplaces right after screening. Collaborated with Selangor State 

Government for the Mammography Project from 2015-2016.

Diagnostic Centres fully eq
provider in Malaysia to ca
services.
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For more information, e-mail us at info@clinco.com.my or 
visit our website at http://clinco.com.my 

CLINCO Waste Management was formed in May 2015 with a partnership with Kualiti Alam. To help 
the healthcare community properly and safely dispose their Clinical Waste in order to ensure 
environment and health safety. Our trained staff and fleet of purpose-built vehicles are licensed by 
the Department of Environment and are currently managing about 800 tonnes of Clinical Waste 
yearly, advocating safe handling of clinical wastes while adhering to the Environmental Quality 
(Scheduled Waste) Regulations 2005.

WHO PRODUCES CLINICAL WASTE (SW 404)?

• Clinics (GPs, Dental, Veterinary)  
• Medical Centres/ Hospitals
• Dialysis Centres 
• Laboratories
• Nursing Homes
• Funeral Parlours

• Traditional Medicine Practitioners 
(Cupping, Acupuncture)

• Tattooists
• Commercial Buildings and Workplaces

(e.g. First aid waste)

Doorstep Waste 
Collection

Evidence-based
Invoicing

Consumables 
at Subsidized Pricing

| BP ALIVE 201712



WHAT IS TELERADIOLOGY?
Teleradiology is the electronic transmission of radiological images such as x-rays, mammography, 

ultrasound, PET-CT, Computed Tomography (CT), and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) from one point 

to another through computer-assisted transmission, for the purposes of interpretation and consultation.

With a history of nearly half a century now, this technique is built on the foundation of the advances in the 

fields of computer technology and telecommunication that enable radiological images to be transmitted 

over long distances digitally. High-speed internet has enabled the transmission of large data of 

radiological images, such has CT and MRI, in less than a minute. Cloud storage has allowed large data 

images to be stored securely without the need of a physical computer on-site.

BP TELERADIOLOGY

BP Teleradiology has been consistently serving for over a decade. What makes us the first choice for 
teleradiology services?

• Network: We currently serve 50 radiology centres across Malaysia. 
• Partnership: We are a proud provider of teleradiology services to National Heart Institute (IJN), our 

first external teleradiology centre, since 2015.
• Convenience: We recently launched the first paperless radiological reporting system, whereby 

patients can view images and reports anywhere in the world, on a computer or mobile device.
• Quality: KPIs stipulated in on demand service contracts are transparent measurements of the 

quality of our services. 
• Speed: Turnaround times can be set in our service contracts to suit our client centre’s needs.
• Access: Cloud storage system and round-the-clock service enables healthcare providers and 

patients to access results 24/7.
• Expansion: Currently, we are also expanding our teleradiology services to Thailand, Singapore, 

Cambodia and Vietnam.

TELERADIOLOGY
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What distinguishes BP Specialist Centre Taman Megah from ordinary hospitals is our focus on daycare 

facilities. This encompasses a wide range of outpatient services including:

• Surgery

• Diagnosis

• Consultation

• Treatment

• Rehabilitation services

• Physiotherapy

     DAYCARESCTM

BP SPECIALIST CENTRE TAMAN MEGAH

We deliver quality daycare services and offer an 

extensive range of facilities at an affordable cost- this 

has been BP’s grounding principle since its inception 

34 years ago. Our specialist services include:

• Eye

• Gynaecology

• Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT)

• Orthopaedics

• Plastic and Cosmetic Surgery

• Radiology

• Dermatology

• Gastroenterology

| BP ALIVE 2017 14



BP Specialist Centre Taman Megah is proud to house only highly-qualified medical experts who are prominent 
in their field, being the first daycare health centre to house renowned cardiologists from Institut Jantung 

Negara. Healthcare consumers can rest assured that they will receive the best possible treatment from our 
professional team of specialists and practitioners. The all-encompassing range of facilities and standards of 
expertise available at BP Specialist Centre Taman Megah rival most major players in the industry, while pricing 
here remains reasonable and highly competitive as our goal is to reduce the cost of healthcare and make 
specialist treatment accessible to all, without sacrificing the quality of care our consumers deserve.

Constant improvement in our standards and services is a must, hence to serve our healthcare consumers 
better, BP Specialist Centre Taman Megah has successfully partnered with various insurance providers, 
third-party administrators, and benefit programmes such as AIA (Corporate), MiCare, PMCare, and soon, 
MediExpress, for seamless and worry-free transactions.

BP Specialist Centre Taman Megah is still growing to meet the ever-changing needs of healthcare consumers, 
and is confident in becoming an unsurpassed provider of daycare services.

Datin Dr. Teoh Su Lin
Ophthalmologist

Dr. Ong Chun Chiang
ENT Specialist

Prof. Dr. Eugene Leong
Gynaecologist

Dr. Chu Siew Mun
Dermatologist

Dr. Lee Hock Bee
General Surgeon

VISITING CONSULTANTS

Dato’ Dr. Yap Lok Bin
Cardiologist

Dr. Tan Yan Liang
General Surgeon
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Dr. Goh Seok Chin 
Gastroenterologist

Dr. Hafidz Abd Hadi 
Cardiologist

Dr. Eugene Wong Li Wen 
Orthopedics



CARECARE

Email: ask.pharmacist@lovypharmacy.com

Website: lovypharmacy.com 

Hotline: 1-800-22-1212
*Terms & Conditions apply

Free Medication Supply To 
Government Servants & Pensioners*



PRESCRIPTION FORM

Date : ............................................................................................................................

Patient name : ...........................................................................................................

Address : .....................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

NRIC No. :............................................ Tel. No. :....................................................

Age    :............................................ Sex       :...................................................

Rx :

____________________
Name of prescribing doctor

____________________
Signature

____________________
Signature

I, ________________________________ hereby authorise the doctor to order

medication on my behalf.

(patient’s name)

Hotline : 1800-88-2532

Website : doctor2u.my 

14-Nov-2016

Male

012-3456789850122-55-6092

30

Dr. Bakar

Ali Muthu

Ali Muthu

Lot 2, Jalan Pendaftar U1/54,
Section U1, Temasya @ Glenmarie,
40150 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan.

T. Paracetamol  1g QID 
T. Loratadine  1/1 BD
T. Ponstan   500mg TDS
T. Lozenges   1/1 QID
Sy Benadryl  15ml TDS

Tired of waiting

at the Pharmacy?

FREE

WEBCAM
CONSULTATION

REMINDER
SERVICE

*MEDICATION
DELIVERY

PRESCRIPTION FOR
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WEBCAM
CONSULTATION

REEMINDER
SSERVICE

*MEDICATION
DELIVERY

Download and Order via

Get your medicines
delivered to your door

doctor2u.my/pharmacy

*Terms and Conditions apply

Benefits of Doctor2U 
Pharmacy
• Quick, easy and hassle-free medication delivery service

• FREE medication reminders via email, text message or over the phone when your next

prescription is due to be refilled

• FREE webcam consultation with Pharmacist 

• *No hidden fees for shipping and handling costs for self-pick up

• Wide network with more than 100 stores nationwide



With regulatory requirements increasing in 
severity and environmental concerns being 
more widespread today, the demand for 
businesses to comply with governing 
guidelines and to seek sustainable solutions is 
greater than ever. BP Food and Environmental 
Testing (BPFET) aims to help businesses 
across a wide range of sectors achieve this.

BPFET is a synergy of food, environmental, and 
industrial testing laboratories that has 
developed exponentially since its establishment 
in 2004, and currently has the largest network 
chain in the country with two ISO 17025 
accredited testing facilities, over 50 testing 
centres and more than 100 collection centres 
throughout Malaysia to cater to the 
ever-growing demand generated by local 
businesses. In recent years, we have expanded 
across the Southeast Asian region to serve 
clients in Singapore, Myanmar, Vietnam, and 
Cambodia, to name a few. Our services go 
beyond providing consultation and solutions for 
manufacturing businesses, supporting a vast 
variety of industries including:

√ Government Bodies
√ Exporters and Importers
√ Food and Beverage Manufacturing 

Companies
√ Retailers
√ Hotels, Tourism and Hospitality
√ Private Hospitals and Medical Equipment 

Companies 
√ Theme Parks
√ Waste Water Treatment Plants
√ Factories 
√ Pharmaceutical Industry
√ Electrical and Electronic Industry
√ Oleochemical industry
√ Petrochemical Industry

QUALITY MANAGEMENT FOR 
A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
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Serving as a one-stop consultation company 
for quality food safety and industrial 
management, our expert team provides 
consultation for a myriad of regulatory 
systems, including:

√  Good Manufacturing Product (GMP)
√  Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points 

(HACCP)
√ ISO 22000 Food Safety Management 

System
√ OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health and 

Safety Management Systems
√ Standard Procedures for Handling Food 

Safety

BPFET has adopted cutting-edge technology 
to generate high throughput results that are 
accurate and reliable. The integration of 
nationwide logistic services into our practices 
further improves efficiency, enabling us to pick 
up samples right from the client’s doorstep, 
eliminating hassle and unnecessary delays. 
This is supplemented by our comprehensive 
tracking system which allows clients to easily 
track samples, testing progress, and test 
reports.

BPFET is also proud to roll out a 
newly-developed mobile application to 
facilitate a convenient desktop-free alternative 
to our services. View our range of testing 
parameters and services, track samples and 
test reports, and check payment status- all 
from your mobile phone. Whatever you need 
and wherever you are, BPFET is just a simple 
click away.

Our online payment gateway features 
immediate and convenient payment process 
without sacrificing security, to guarantee 
personal data protection and prevent fraud. 
Further, this service supports multicurrency 
payment processing at reasonable rates, 
which is truly an advantage to overseas 
clients.   

At BPFET we are dedicated to creating a safe 
and sustainable future. Grounded on our 
principles of professionalism and integrity, we 
believe that through our services, our clients 
are able to make informed and accurate 
decisions within their industries to reduce their 
impact on the environment and contribute to a 
healthy, thriving community.
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Address: 
No. 34, Jalan Bakri, 84000 Muar,

Johor Darul Takzim

Tel : 06-9512624, 06-9533485

Fax: 06-9534135

Email: dcmuar@bphealthcare.com

Store Hours :
Monday to Friday : 7.30 am – 5.00 pm

Saturday & Sunday : 8.00 am – 1.00 pm

NEW Muar Medical Centre



Address: 
No.5-2, Jalan Zabedah, 84000 Batu Pahat, 
Johor Darul Takzim

Tel :  07-4311759, 07-4348813, 07-4348893

Fax: 07-4317400

Email: dcbpahat@bphealthcare.com

Store Hours :

Monday to Friday : 7:30am – 5:00pm

Saturday, Sunday : 8:00am – 1:00pm

NEW Batu Pahat Medical Centre



WHAT IS DOCTOR2U?
Doctor2U is a one-stop mobile app that brings healthcare services to your doorstep. Launched in 
October 2015, the app is free to download from the App Store and Google Play, and its services 
are available throughout Malaysia. 

LIVE CHAT 
The Live Chat feature allows you to chat with an 
experienced doctor for free regarding any medical 
inquiries. There is an option to take photos or upload 
images to help the doctor to better understand your 
condition or inquiry. We also have pharmacists available 
to answer any questions about medications you are 
currently taking or considering. The service is available 
from 7am - 10:30pm, 7 days a week.

VIDEO CONSULTATION

See a doctor from the comforts of your home with our 
Video Consultation feature. By using your smartphone or 
tablet you can enjoy live video doctor visits that include 
assessment, diagnosis and prescriptions when 
necessary. Common conditions that we treat include 
cold & flu, sore throat, UTIs, skin issues and travel illness. 
The service costs RM 20 from 8am-8pm and RM 38 from 
8pm-8am, and is available 24/7. 

LIVE CHAT DOCTOR HOUSE CALLS MEDICATION DELIVERY

VIDEO CONSULTATION AMBULANCE
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PHARMACY

In partnership with Lovy Pharmacy, we launched a 
medication delivery service that allows you to use the 
Doctor2U app to order prescription medications and have 
them delivered to your home, office or hotel. All you need 
to do is snap a picture of your prescription and it will be 
sent to our pharmacists for review. Once the pharmacists 
have verified and processed the order, you can make 
payment directly through the app. Delivery options 
include fast track (3 hours within Klang Valley) and normal 
delivery (3 business days, nationwide), as well as an 
option to pick up the medicine at any BP or Lovy 
Pharmacy outlet nationwide. The Pharmacy feature also 
includes other perks such as free webcam consultations 
with pharmacists and free reminders to refill recurring 
medications.  

AMBULANCE

We recently launched a supplementary on-demand 
ambulance service in partnership with ambulance 
providers in Klang Valley. Currently, the traditional 999 
emergency response system lacks efficiency and often 
results in slow response times. We are striving to save 
lives by improving response times of emergency services 
and streamlining the entire process of engaging an 
ambulance. Our Ambulance feature also includes a list of 
the hospitals closest to your location to help you choose 
which hospital to be transported to.

DOCTOR HOUSE CALLS

Request a fully-licensed doctor on-demand, to your 
home, office or hotel in under 60 minutes. The process for 
ordering a doctor is simple. Just choose the house call 
feature from our services page and the app will 
automatically capture your current location. After 
choosing the gender of your doctor and filling in basic 
patient details, the app will send out a push notification to 
all the available doctors within a 20km radius. The doctors 
who accept the case will show up on a list where you can 
review each doctor’s credentials and select your preferred 
doctor. After entering your payment details and confirming 
the order, the selected doctor will arrive within 60 minutes. 
The service costs RM 200 from 8am-8pm and RM 380 
from 8pm-8am, and is available 24/7. 
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Hearing loss is undeniably a major public health issue. The Hearing Loss Association of America 
places hearing loss as the third most common physical condition after arthritis and heart disease. 
Hearing loss affects people in different ways. If left undiagnosed and untreated, it can damage 
communications and relationships. It is an invisible condition; we cannot 'see' hearing loss, only its 
effects, some of which may transition from physical effects to adverse psychological conditions. This 
is one of the most compelling reasons why those suffering from hearing loss should seek help 
immediately.

Have you experienced these situations or observed your family members displaying these symptoms 
before?

◊ Difficulty hearing others clearly and misunderstanding what they say, especially in group situations
◊ Frequently asking people to repeat themselves
◊ Listening to music or watching television with the volume higher than others deem satisfactory
◊ Difficulty hearing the telephone or doorbell
◊ Difficulty in identifying which direction noise is coming from
◊ Frequently feeling tired or stressed, from having to concentrate while listening

If your answer to these situations is YES, please visit us at BP Hearing Solutions to find out more 
about your hearing problems. At BP, we have an expert team of medical professional comprising of 
ENT Specialists, Audiologists and Hearing Care Specialists to assist you.

Wait no more! Get your hearing tested TODAY!

Visit any nearest BP outlet to have your hearing tested. Our team will do the best to provide accurate 
diagnosis and personalized hearing solutions. 

Stay connected with us through Facebook BP Hearing Solutions to know more about our latest 
updates and offers.

For more information, please contact: hearing@bphealthcare.com | 1-800-88-7171

Hearing Loss: 
The Invisible Condition



Garvy’s In The Park: 
A Fresh French Fine Dining Experience

Nestled among lush greenery in the quaint town and food-lovers’ hub of Ipoh, Garvy’s In The Park French Dining has 
since its inception in 2013 strived to create something new by hiring the best hands where they matter most – the 
kitchen.

Diners can expect to pamper their palettes with the finest that French cuisine has to offer, from classic foie gras to 
delectable Wagyu Marble paired with béarnaise sauce, and an extensive selection of rare wines imported straight from 
the vineyards of Romanée-Conti and Château Mouton Rothschild- Garvy’s is also the first restaurant in Ipoh to offer 
such an exceptional collection.

What makes Garvy’s stand out?
Δ 1st French fine-dining restaurant in Ipoh
Δ Michelin star-linked chefs
Δ Authentic French cuisine and imported wine selection
Δ 1st of its kind to receive a 4.5 rating on Trip Advisor
Δ Featured in Malaysia Tattler and The Yum List

Δ Top western dining restaurant in Ipoh

It is no wonder that Garvy’s In The Park French Dining has secured a place in the food-lover’s heart, and is keen on 
exploring new terrain in Kuala Lumpur to tantalise the taste buds of its city dwellers and international guests.

As put by restaurant manager Benoit Le Rioux, “Fine dining isn’t one piece of meat, little bit of vegetables and served 
on a big plate. That is not fine dining. Fine dining is the technique, the experience. Take your time, have some wine -- 
enjoy the experience. That is what we want to show.”

Come enjoy the French fine dining experience at Garvy’s In The Park French Dining, located at 275 Jalan Permaisuri 
Bainun, 30250, Ipoh, Perak. For more information and reservations, please call +605 255 8082, email info@garvys.com 
or visit the website www.garvysmy.com.

IN THE PARK
French Fine Dining
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Employee Incentive 
Rewards Program

At BP Healthcare, we value the efforts and drive that our employees show and we find ways to 
reward them for their contribution to our growth. As a token of appreciation to our ever hardworking 
employees, we have provided rewards that have directly improved their livelihoods.

In order to ensure that equal opportunities are given to our employees, the reward system is based 
on the merits which drive them to give their best efforts to improve and excel. We at BP Healthcare 
believe that our employees will further grow and excel in their respective fields by acknowledging 
and rewarding them.

BP Employees’ Welfare
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Countries Participated : Australia, Brunei, Singapore, Chile, Spain, England, Argentina, USA,
China, Dominican Republic, Jamaica and Mongolia

0
• Finalist of Pilara cup 2016. Created history being the First Asian female polo player to be playing 

on field no 1 of Palermo, Argentina.
• Champion Polo One Charity Cup 2016 with our Malaysian Sports Minister , Francisco Elizalde and 

Hilario Ulloa as my team mates
• Laureus Charity cup (22 goals) in England. Teammates: Champions of Palermo Open 2016 – David 

Stirling and Pablo Mac Donough. Played   against King Power team.
• Finalist for the Summer Tournament 2016 — at PGH La Palmeraie Polo Club,Morocco
• Most Valuable Player, Laureus King Power Polo Cup, England (2016)
• Champion, Rolex tournament , Singapore
• 2nd runner up, Malaysian ladies
• Represented University of London Polo Team
• Penang Tournament
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James Beh showing off his skills in the Royal Windsor. BP Polo came 2nd in the Hermes Cup 2016 in Morocco. 

At the inaugural Laureus World Sports 
Awards in Monaco in 2000, our Founding 
Patron, President Nelson Mandela said: 
“Sport has the power to change the world. It 
has the power to inspire. It has the power to 
unite people in a way that little else does. 
Sport can awaken hope where there was 
previously only despair.” This has become 
the philosophy of Laureus; the driving force 
behind its work. The majority of Laureus 
charity projects help children and young 
people, at grass roots level, to overcome 
challenges in their communities and are 
dedicated to the UN's Sustainable 
Development Goals.

Now, 17 years later, Laureus returns to 
Monaco as a powerful force for positive 
change, using sport as the means to end 
violence, discrimination and disadvantage 
around the world and proving that sport 
really can change society and improve the 
lives of young people. Your presence in 
Monaco will show your support for our 
mission. 
Laureus TV programming is watched by 
hundreds of millions of viewers in over 160 
countries and the Awards Ceremony is 
attended by global figures from sport, 
entertainment, business and fashion.

LAUREUS KEY INFORMATION: 
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Copa Provinsia 24 goals handicap



Lovy’s near side shot (BP Polo vs Why Not)

Lovy and C Araujo fighting for the ball

Lovy vs Mia Cambiaso from La Dolfina

Lovy managed to escape the hook by C Araujo

BP Polo In Action
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BP Polo In Action
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 Finalist of Pilara Cup Argentina 2016- Lovy created history as 

1st Asian Woman ever played on the World No 1 Field Palermo Argentina

 With the legends, from left 5th Daley Thompson,English former decathlon Olympic gold medalist who broke the world record a few times Hugo Porta ,

former Argentine Rugby Union footballer- one of the best fly-halves and Vichai Srivaddhanaprabha (Chairman of Kingpower and Leceister City)

Garvy Beh



Syrian Refugee Screening

Doctor2U

Tuberculosis (TB) by KKM

Giving Back to the
COMMUNITY
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PINK October

Penang

Selangor

Perkeso
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Giving Back to the
COMMUNITY



Team Building

Klang Valley Team visiting Batu Caves

Klang Valley Team at Taman Botani

Hari Raya Staff Dinner
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Giving Back to the
COMMUNITY



CAMBODIA

MALAYSIA

SINGAPORE

BP CENTRES

Ipoh Glenmarie Klang

Taman Megah Cheras

Batu Pahat Skudai

Muar

LOCATE US
With branches in every major cities and towns in Malaysia,
BP Healthcare now provide nationwide coverage with its
fleet of Diagnostic Centres and Medical Centres.
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06 - 4542596

Skudai Tel: 07 - 5500331 Fax: 07 - 5500329

GROUP OF COMPANIES LOCATION TEL. NO. FAX EMAIL

GARVY’S FRENCH FINE DINING

BP SINGAPORE

Glennmarie

Butterworth

Ipoh

Ipoh

Glenmarie

Ipoh

Taman Megah

Glenmarie

Ipoh

Ipoh

Singapore

CambodiaBP CAMBODIA
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BP Diagnostic Centre vs Other Healthcare Centres
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shop.bphealthcare.comHEALTHCARE GROUP

Health Screening 
Packages

Nutridos 
Supplements

BP Proprietary
Products

BP Travel
Health Clinic




